RE: Bramal LED letter of recommendation

Dear prospective Bramal LED customer,
We at Ridge Corporation recently took delivery of and installed Bramal LED’s innovative LED retrofit lamps and
fixtures. We chose Bramal LED from among some more established names in lighting due to their
reputation for customer service and quality. The Bramal LED products lifetime rating of 80,000 hours and
the flexibility of installation were also key to our decisions as was working with a North American based
company.
Our project was an ambitious retrofit of an existing manufacturing facility and replacement of old fixtures. The
Bramal LED retrofit products were installed in new 6 lamp linear fixtures and connected to direct AC supply
to give the most efficient energy saving scenario. At Ridge we expect to see the project pay for itself in
under a year and enjoy savings of up to $1M over the product life span – exceeding anything we could
have achieved with established alternatives that were either higher priced or had shorter life spans.
We also want to highlight Bramal LED’s service oriented approach to problem solving, they were quick to respond
to any questions we had and very forthcoming with solutions to unforeseen installation problems – having
them locally based in North America and with real time access to their operations and design team was
extremely helpful to us during installation.
We would not hesitate in recommending Bramal LED as the go to company for industrial and commercial LED
retrofit requirements, their products ability to quickly swap out T8 and T12 tubes is impressive as are the
immediate savings from doing so.

Please do not hesitate to contact us directly for further feedback and if you are in the Ohio region we would be
open to showing you our facility and the Bramal LED product in action

